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1. Introduction. Let 2n+l numbers «_„, • • • , u0, • ■ ■ , »„ be

given, and let P(x) denote the polynomial of degree 2k which best ap-

proximates the points (( — n, w_B), •••,(«, «„)) in the sense

n

(1) Z {PQ) — «i}2 = minimum,
¡=-n

of least squares. Then

(2) P(0) =  Z Pm,
l-n

where the weights p¡ depend on n and k but not on the u¡. The

weights being so determined, let {«¡}-» De a given sequence and con-

sider the smoothing formula

n

(3) Ur    =    Z   P¡«r-I (r =   ■   ■  ■  ,   "I, 0,  1,  •   •   • ).
l=-n

The question of stability arises when one asks for the behavior of

the high-order iterates of the smoothing process (3). Roughly speak-

ing, (3) is stable if the w-times smoothed sequence approaches an

asymptotically smooth shape independent of the initial sequence,

and unstable otherwise. The question of stability has been investi-

gated by DeForest [l], Schoenberg [2], [3], [4], and others, with

the result that if the process (3) is stable then

(4) |/*(0)|   = Z Pi cos Id < 1        (0 < 6 < 2x).

We shall refer to the above as the discrete smoothing problem.

The continuous analogue is obvious. If f(x) is given on ( — 1, 1),

and P(x) is the best approximation to f(x) in the least squares sense,

then

(5) P(0) =       P(t)f(t) dt,ÍJ
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and stability requires that

(6) | A(0)|  =     I    pit)cost6dl¡\av < 1       (9* 0).

The criteria (4), (6) would obviously be satisfied if the weights

were nonnegative, but this is far from the case in least squares smooth-

ing. In this note we show that smoothing by least squares is stable

in the continuous case, the discrete case remaining open. We note

further the intimate connection between these problems and the in-

vestigations of R. G. Cooke [S ] on the Gibbs phenomenon in Fourier-

Bessel series.

2. A preliminary result. Let J,ix) denote the usual Bessel function

of the first kind, and let j,p be its pth positive zero. It is known that

[6]

(7) j,i - v + Av"* + 0(1)       (*-»«>),

where A = 1.855757 • • • is the root of a certain transcendental equa-

tion. In this section we wish to prove that

I      -dt
,.     Jo    Vit)
hm —

m*
(a) Jl   V("

...   cosí/-)
//2\   /•«A)"*/!       V        4/

y y Je

(2A)a

dt.
V(6)    V \37r/Jo vit)

To do this we shall need the asymptotic formulas of Rayleigh [6,

p. 234],

(vw tan ß) -1'2       , ,
(9)    J,(v sec ß) m  1-V       cos {*(tan ß - ß) - \k\ + Oiv'3'2),

and of Debye [6, p. 243],

/,(" sech ß) = {2irv tanh ß} ~1'2 exp {v(tanh ß - ß) \ (1 4- o(l))

Now we have
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/" J,(t)                    rx                        sinh0
—^-dt = V(v) I    JA" sech ß)-dß

o   V(t)                  Jo                       (cosh/3)3'2

1       f"°  (sinh/3)1'2
~- I      -exp e(tanh ß - ß)dß

V(2ir)J0       cosh/?

—— f   V(ß)e->*'>3dß       (.-co)
V(2tt) ./ o

1

V(6x)

Further

X-dl
Vit)

seo   '(/WO gjji fl/» seo     Ulv/'J

J,(?secß)
n

■¿j8
(eos/?)3'2

//2\   CKO'HMr)        ( t)   (sinj8)1/2

-1/(7)/.    -{<»-'-* -T/^77-
+ oí.-1)

• •M~1(Av/»)

¿j3

//2\   f se°   "»'/') fv/3'       ir")

//   2   \    /* ("/3)(seo_10'i,M)* / T\

VU)/. r.«cos(«-7„

„,    eos I í-1

T   \3tv/J0 V«

Adding these results,

—— d/^C»-1'2 (*-»«),
o   vw

where C is the constant on the right of (8). But it is well known that

Ç* JÁf)_ _L_       \2       4/_1_

Jo  V(t)~ V(2)     /j»     £\ ~V«
("->°°),
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and the assertion (8) is proved.

3. The stability of the continuous smoothing process. Let fit) be

given on ( — 1,1), and let Pit) denote the best least squares approxima-

tion to /(0 by a polynomial of degree 2k. Then

2* /» 1

P(0 = EP>(0        (*+Í)P,(t)/(t)¿t,
K = 0 J -1

where P,it) is the usual Legendre polynomial. Hence

/l r   2k \

/W|E0' + i)Pr(O)P,(i)|<0

rx      Pik+i(0
=   (* + Í)P*(0) fit)   -— ¿Í.

J —\ t

Thus the weight function p(0 in (5) is

(11) p(0 = (* + *)P*(0)^^->

and to prove stability we must examine the function

f1  Pik+i(t)
(12) *(fl) = (* + J)Pa(O) I- costddt.

J —i       t

But

A'(0) - - (* + J)Pu(O) J P2*+i(0 sin tddt

sin/0-T:^-(¿2-l)2*+1í¿/
d/2*+

í P2*(o)    ) r1
=  <(-l)*(A + J)-—-}62k+1X        cos td it2- \)2k+ldt

X        y        *' 22k+\2k+\)\) J-i

and so

or, finally,
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(13) h(6) =  1
/

9

rll2J2k+zn(t) dt
o

/> 000

nI2k+il2(t) dt

Now we must show that

(14) -1<A(0)<1        (MO).

For the right-hand inequality we must show that the numerator

in (13) is positive for 0^0. But Cooke [5] actually proved that the

numbers

1/
jV.p+i

t-wj,® dt (£ = 1, 2, • • • )

form a decreasing sequence, where j,p is previously defined, which

clearly implies the desired result.

For the left inequality in (14) we must show that the ratio of inte-

grals in (13) is less than 2. By the result of Cooke just quoted, the

maximum of this ratio is at d=j2k+z/2,i, and since the constant in (8)

has the value 1.502 • • • <2 the result is established for all large

enough k, and we have proved Theorem 1. There is an integer k0 such

that least squares smoothing which preserves polynomials of degree k^k0

satisfies the stability condition (6).

Presumably k0 = 0, but we cannot prove this.
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